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ABSTRACT

Every natural language-based project requires the use of an English dictionary. But the current English dictionaries are not updated as the English language is constantly evolving. The English dictionary used for natural language processing (NLP) projects needs to be enhanced by adding more words and phrases. This helps in improving the accuracy of NLP applications such as machine translation, performance of text analysis, recognition, and part of speech (POS) tagging. Several approaches are proposed in this direction, this paper develops and demonstrates enhancement of the English dictionary using a more versatile and robust programming language known as NLP++, a plugin to distributed big data analytics platforms such as HPCC systems. The unique features of NLP++ language is the enabler for realization of the proposed approach. This paper also discusses key NLP techniques, dictionary refinements analysis using NLP and NLP++. The results show that the proposed approach using NLP++ has significantly improved the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the English dictionary.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-SA license.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this section introduction to natural language processing (NLP) and the state-of-the-art NLP++ programming language is discussed along with a few NLP concepts and NLP++ features. NLP technologies enable computers to understand, interpret, and generate human language [1]. The arrival of the computer led to attempts to restate Chomsky’s principles [1] into rules for computers. Therefore, were born the areas of computational linguistics and NLP. In the early 1990s, neural networks and machine learning were introduced, which offered a new approach to NLP.

Almost no NLP project can function without a lexicon [2]. There is a growing relationship between computational NLP and dictionaries. Therefore, is an attempt to increase the size of the lexicon for computational systems from the online resources and make it into a machine-readable dictionary which serves the NLP. The English dictionary used for NLP needs to be enhanced [3] to add more words and phrases since the English language is constantly evolving. This further helps in improving the accuracy of machine translation, performance of text analysis and recognition, part of speech (POS) tagging and many more applications. Overall, an enhanced dictionary would be valuable to the NLP systems. We explore the use of NLP++ programming language to improve the English dictionary. We also propose a new approach to enhancing the dictionary, which involves the use of corpus linguistics, analysers and knowledge base (KB) to identify new words and phrases.
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NLP++ [4] is a C++ like programming language specially designed for building deep text analyzers. NLP++ is available as an extension in high-performance computing cluster (HPCC) systems (HPCC-NLP++ plugin). It allows programmers to capture and apply linguistic and world knowledge, emulating processes by which humans read and understand text. NLP++ combines bottom up, recursive grammar, and other methods in a multi-pass architecture [5] that operates on one parse tree. It works with a hierarchical KB, called conceptual grammar (CG), to dynamically build and use stored knowledge in analyzing text. Applications range from simple syntactic processing to full natural language understanding. VisualText is a developer's environment that exploits NLP++ and CG to rapidly elaborate text analyzers. Passes and KBs from one analyzer can be utilized to efficiently develop and customize new text analyzers. NLP++ programming language is integrated and compiled in VisualText IDE [6] (an extension of it in VisualStudio code).

The English NLP dictionary is a valuable resource for NLP tasks. In recent years, there have been a number of efforts to enhance the English NLP dictionary. One approach is to use crowdsourcing to collect new words and phrases. Since the so-called "statistical revolution" [7], important NLP exploration has relied heavily on machine literacy. Using statistical conclusions, machines automatically learn similar rules through the analysis of a large corpora of typical real-world examples. A major disadvantage of statistical styles is that they require intricate fine-tuning. The field has therefore largely abandoned statistical styles and shifted to neural networks for NLP.

There are several technologies available for English dictionary creation and enhancement for NLP. In corpus-based approaches [8], for the production and improvement of dictionaries, large text corpora can be analyzed to extract words and the data that goes with them. Word meanings, usages, and relationships can be derived from the corpus data using statistical techniques like frequency analysis and collocation extraction. Machine learning algorithms also help in the creation and enhancement of NLP dictionaries. For instance, word embeddings [9] can record the semantic and syntactic features of words, enabling the inference of word meanings and similarities.

Goldhahn et al. [10] presented their methodology for dictionary construction, which involves preprocessing and analyzing the vast collection of textual data available at the Leipzig Corpora Collection, using the techniques such as tokenization, morphological analysis, and frequency-based filtering to extract lexical information and create the monolingual dictionaries. Here the paper proposes a method for creating a common syntactic dictionary of English [11]. The authors propose the process for creating the dictionary by extracting syntactic information from existing dictionaries and merging the extracted information to create a unified representation.

WordNet [12], a ubiquitous tool for NLP, has been used for application-specific dictionary creation [13] for NLP purposes [14]. There are examples of WordNet in other languages [15]-[17]. However, it suffers from a diversity of words [18]. There is a lack or nonexistence of extensive collections of texts or linguistic data [19]. Enriching WordNet with subject-specific terms sourced from wikiData, thereby enhancing its effectiveness in domain-specific NLP tasks, as discussed in [20]. A framework for building the old English WordNet (OldEWN), employing established dictionaries and the Naïsc system suggests an enhanced schema to capture etymological intricacies, facilitating comprehensive lexical representation and cross-resource compatibility [21]. An approach for managing evolving ontologies and maintaining alignment validity in knowledge management is introduced in [22], while Hnatkowska et al. [23] presents a method for automatically designating attribute semantics in ontologies using Word2Vec similarity and WordNet lexical database. Additionally, an approach to creating a comprehensive Singlish dictionary using a combination of an AI language model (ChatGPT) and manual annotation by native speakers, demonstrates the effectiveness of using large language models (LLMs) in creating language resources for low-resource varieties and highlights the potential for further expansion and refinement [24].

Therefore, with the help of English Wiktionary [25], we propose to create a more linguistic dictionary which further aids in NLP. Based on the study discussed here, some limitations observed are: it is seen that lexical variations for comprehensive and up-to-date coverage in the dictionaries are lacking and not delving into lexical semantics or contextual meaning, which are crucial for a comprehensive NLP dictionary. Many papers do not provide a detailed evaluation or analysis of the practical implementation of the proposed dictionary. They lack empirical evidence to support the effectiveness and accuracy of the dictionary in real-world NLP applications.

Our approach to English dictionary creation has diverse applications in the field of domain-specific text analysis for dictionary creation [26]. It is particularly valuable for information extraction, serving as a foundational resource for a wide range of text analytics tasks focused on the COVID-19 crisis [27]. Additionally, our methodology is suitable for the development of open-source NLP dictionaries and inference engines designed for event identification, enabling the processing of extensive textual datasets [28].

This paper proposes an approach to improve the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the English dictionary using NLP++ programming language. NLP++ is effective in building and improving NLP dictionaries as it is a powerful and adaptable language used to describe a variety of linguistic concepts. The
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following paragraph discusses the architecture of HPCC-NLP++ plugin at first, followed by the sections-method, implementation and recursive relation and parse tree representation of the proposed approach.

HPCC systems is an open source, data-intensive platform developed by LexisNexis risk solutions [29], [30]. It is a software architecture implemented on computing clusters to provide high-performance, data-parallel processing for big data applications. Several noteworthy applications have been developed in collaboration with HPCC systems, including the generalised neural networks (GNN) bundle [31], density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [32] for density-based clustering, and the creation of a SQL-like language [33] for data analysis within distributed platforms, such as HPCC systems.

The HPCC-NLP++ plugin as shown in Figure 1 is an open source, high-performance NLP plugin for HPCC systems. It is based on the NLP++ language extension, which provides a powerful and flexible way to define NLP tasks. The plugin is designed to be scalable and efficient, making it suitable for large-scale NLP tasks.

![Figure 1. System architecture of HPCC systems-NLP++ plugin](image)

2. METHOD

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the methodology followed during the course of the implementation of the proposed approach methodology for English dictionary with explanations of each module. The steps shown in Figure 2 of extracting the xml files by web scraping the English Wiktionary and processing the text data files, then creation of the analyzers sequence with rules and functions using NLP++ in VisualText with KB development lead to the creation of the English NLP dictionary. Experimental setup using VisualText in Figure 3 and its extension in visual studio code to deploy the methodology following the steps in Figure 2. The system provides a text input area, a user-friendly step-by-step analyzer sequence for text processing, and a KB for reference. It offers an output section to visualize results and an analyzer section for configuring analyzers. The logging section tracks the system's status and helps identify errors during analysis.

![Figure 2. NLP++ approach methodology](image)
3. IMPLEMENTATION
Following subsections provide the description of procedural implementation of the steps mentioned in Figure 2. The first step is collection of input data files by web scraping the English Wiktionary. Feeding these files as input to NLP++ parser and building an analyzer sequence in VisualText. Once an analyzer is created, it is tokenized in the analyzer sequence. Then after running the file in analyzer sequence, understanding the input file with the help of the final parse tree generated and looking for patterns. Based on this, accordingly, write rules to parse the words. This will further help in the creation of a KB. Following are the implemented steps.

3.1. Web scraping English Wiktionary
After research and analysis, the English Wiktionary [25], [34] was best suited for the project since it is community-contributed with detailed entries and frequent upgrades, providing information on a wide range of topics on every word. It is also free and open-source. Listed is a wikitext entry for the word “this” where the word is in the:

```xml
<title></title>
&page>
<title>this</title>
<ns>0</ns>
&id>3974</id>
<revision>
&id>69637328</id>
<parentid>69425033</parentid>
<timestamp>2022-11-01T20:59:43Z</timestamp>
<contributor>
<username>Ri132</username>
&id>3977588</id>
</contributor>
<comment>t+bho:{{[[[WT:EDIT|Assisted]]}]]<comment>
<model>wikitext</model>
<format>text/x-wiki</format>
<text bytes="26312" xml:space="preserve">{{also|[This|this|pis]}}
==English==
{{[wikipedia]}}
==Etymology==
```
The next step was to download the web pages from the English Wiktionary and convert them into word.xml files. This was done using web scraping techniques in Python (3.9). The wikitext entries of the xml files were analyzed in order to write parsers in NLP++.

3.2. Building the analyzers

The heart of the text analyzer lies in the pass files, which contain NLP++ code and rules. The @PATH is a selector that defines the context in which rules will be tried. The @RULES marks the start of a rule region. An NLP++ rule consists of a pattern (called a phrase) that is matched against the parse tree. When a rule matches, NLP++ code in the post region (@POST) tells the rule matcher what actions to take. NLP++ code has three regions specifically. They are the code, declaration and rules regions. NLP++ pass file includes a CODE region that is independent of any rule matching.

The multiple passes of such a methodology must communicate with each other. The output of one pass in the analyzer sequence should serve as the input to the next. A parse tree is universally recognized as an ideal data structure for holding at least a subset of such information. Further, the multiple passes should be able to post to and utilize information from a shared KB.

VisualText favors a bottom-up approach to text processing, where small constructs are processed and grouped (or reduced) first, followed by identification of successively larger components of a text. Its extension is .nlp. Out of the 24 analyzers we have written in NLP++ to carry out the enhancement, the three main analyzers are discussed in following section.

3.2.1. HeaderZones.nlp

The headerZones.nlp analyzer extracts the header and restricts the textZone in the xml to specific header groups. Basically, it is confining the text Zone into multiple header groups based on the Wikitext entries. Here the NLP++ parsers a text string and extracts the header, language, and any other words in the text. The @POST section defines the actions that will be taken after the text is parsed. In this case, the code will create a new variable called "header" and assign it the value of the first word in the text that matches the expression "_header". If the text also contains the word "pofs", the code will create a context variable called "pofs" and assign it the suggested word "pofs". Similar rule is followed for lang variable too.

The @RULES section defines the rules that will be used to parse the text. In this case, the code defines two rules. Rule-(#1): the header is the first word in the text that matches the regular expression "_header". Rule-(#2): any word in the text that does not match rule 1 or rule 2 is considered to be a "wild" word. The code then uses these rules to parse the text and extract the header, language, and any other words in the text. Listed is the code snippet of headerZones analyzer in NLP++:

```
@PATH _ROOT _textZone
@POST
S("header") = N("header",1);
if(N("pofs",1))
S("pofs") = N("pofs",1);
S("lang") = N("lang",1);
single();
@RULES
_headerZone <- _header ### (1)
_xWILD [fail= (_header _language _xEND)] ### (2)
@@
```

3.2.2. PofZone.nlp

The pofZone.nlp is key analyzer pass in this process where it compares and checks with every Wikitext entry whether it belongs to the set of the English parts of speech that is any one among adjective, verb, noun, pronoun, interjection, conjunction, adverb and marks the respective word to the respective identified POS. The function AddUniqueStr() in the above code, adds the POS tag selected from the third suggested variable[##(3)] from the rules section text to a list of unique POS tags. It takes three arguments: the word, the part-of-speech tag and the text string. The single() - tells the parser to end the parsing process.

```
_pos <- starts the @RULES section of the code. The fifth line defines a rule that says that the POS tag for the English word is "en". The last _xWILD defines a rule that says that the POS tag for any other word is the part-of-speech tag that is associated with the word in the list of POS tags. The NLP++ code snippet of pofZone analyzer is as follows:
```

```
3.2.3. Output.nlp

The snippet of NLP++ code is similar to knowledge representation used in artificial intelligence. The first part of the code is used to check if the current file is the last file in the directory, or if the script is not being run from a directory. If either of these conditions is true, then the code will save the KB to a file called "words.kbb". The code then closes the debug file and creates a new buffer called "out". The next part of the code iterates through the list of words in the KB, and it prints out the word name and its POS. The code snippet of the output analyzer in NLP++ is as follows:

```c++
if (G("$islastfile") || !G("$isdirrun")) {
    L("file") = G("$kbpath") + "words.kbb";
    L("output") = openfile(L("file"));
    SaveKB(L("output"),G("words"),2);
    closefile(L("output"));
    G("debug") << "Conjugations: " << str(G("conju")) << "\n";
}
closefile(G("debug"));
L("out") = cbuf();
L("word") = down(G("words"));

while (L("word")) {
    L("pos") = findvals(L("word"),"pos");
    if(L("pos"))
        { 
            L("out") << "<\word>" << conceptname(L("word")) << "<\word>" << "\n";
        }
    L("word") = next(L("word"));
}
```

3.3. Knowledge base

The CG knowledge base management system (KBMS) in NLP++ provides a permanent store for linguistic, conceptual, and domain knowledge. The KBMS serves as a flexible "vanilla" framework in which users may implement arbitrary representation schemes. Users can manage the KB manually, while text analyzers can automatically access and update information in the KB. The KB can be used to collect information across multiple texts. The KB stores the parts of speech of each word for the analyzers to be displayed.

4. RECURSIVE RELATION AND PARSE TREE REPRESENTATION

In NLP++, the recursive relation supports the arrangement of linguistic and conceptual elements in a hierarchical manner, which aids in the representation of information in alignment with the grammar rules of the language. The parse tree represents the tiered structure of the code, showing how statements and expressions are structured according to the language's grammar rules. CG refers to the hierarchical KB used in NLP++. It contains concepts, attributes, and phrases that store linguistic, conceptual, and domain knowledge. Analyzers can use CG to access and update information during text analysis.

4.1. Recursive relation for conceptual grammar

The recursive relation enables the inclusion of concepts, attributes, and phrases within CG, demonstrating the hierarchical knowledge organization employed in NLP++. This hierarchy is utilized to represent linguistic and conceptual information. This structured approach enhances the organization and retrieval of knowledge.
4.2. Parse tree representation of conceptual grammar

The provided parse tree in Figure 4 and the diagram represents the hierarchical structure of CG in NLP++, where CG consists of concepts, attributes, and phrases each with its own specific components and purposes for organizing linguistic and conceptual knowledge. This structured approach contributes significantly to the field of NLP by advancing the capacity to model and analyze the complex relationships found within language.

Conceptual Grammar
- Concept (A knowledge unit)
  - Concept Name
  - Attributes
- Attribute (Defines specific properties)
  - Attribute Name
  - Attribute Value
- Phrase (Captures linguistic or conceptual expressions)
  - Phrase Name
  - Phrase Value

Figure 4. CG parse tree

4.3. Parse tree representation of the above three analyzers in section 3.2.

The parse tree given in this subsection outlines the composition of three analyzers with name, description, and functionality. Each analyzer is designed to perform distinct tasks, such as extracting header and language information, identifying parts of speech, and managing KB data and output generation. This organized breakdown of analyzers within the parse tree serves as a valuable reference, facilitating a clear understanding of the NLP++ text processing capabilities and enabling efficient configuration and customization.

Analyzers
- Analyzer1
  - Analyzer Name (headerZones.nlp)
  - Analyzer Description (Extracts header and language)
  - Analyzer Functionality
  - @POST Actions
  - @RULES
- Analyzer2
  - Analyzer Name (pofZone.nlp)
  - Analyzer Description (Matches and extracts parts of speech)
  - Analyzer Functionality
  - @POST Actions
  - @RULES
- Analyzer3
  - Analyzer Name (output.nlp)
  - Analyzer Description (Saves KB and generates output)
  - Analyzer Functionality
  - @CODE
The overall recursive relationship present in analyzers involves the five main components that make up an NLP++ analyzer. Each of these components contributes to the functionality and structure of the analyzer. Understanding this recursive relationship is pivotal for both the development and optimization of NLP++ analyzers, as it forms the core framework upon which its capabilities are built.

NLP++ Analysers <- (Variables) | (Regions) | (Rules) | (Functions) | (ConceptualGrammar)

5. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

After looking at the Wikipedia pages that were to be processed, it was determined that NLP++ was not only suited for such a project, but virtually impossible without it. Wikipedia pages are somewhat regular, their variations required us to use NLP++ given that it was specifically created to handle unstructured text. To do the same task with another language would require recreating text trees, rules, and a KB that is automatically provided by NLP++.

In conventional machine learning NLP requires a massive amount of human generated examples to train, while on the other hand NLP++ needs a small text to develop. As mentioned earlier, NLP++ makes use of the exclusive KB which helps in the parsing of natural texts unlike the conventional machine learning approaches. NLP++ encodes human thinking. In any given example, first the NLP++ analyzers perform syntactic parse on the input. A KB may be previously built for the specific task or can be developed from the parsed text. This later serves as linguistic and world KB for further processing. This is exactly the same way a human would approach analyzing a language related task.

In these regards, NLP++ is by far the most advanced programming language for NLP. NLP++ is an evolving general programming language that “talks” parse tree and KB, as well as supporting a range of actions that are customized for rule and pattern matching. Parse tree nodes and KB objects are built-in NLP++ data types, enabling simple programmatic manipulation of these objects. NLP++ also enables dynamically decorating the parse tree and KB with semantic representations. A key feature of NLP++ is that its multi-pass framework communicates via a single parse tree. Further, constraining the analyzer to deal with a single parse tree helps guide the development of a fast and efficient text analyzer.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed approach of enhancing the English dictionary using NLP++ has shown promising results in improving the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the dictionary. By utilizing the NLP++ programming language and techniques, we were able to add new words and phrases to the dictionary, which were previously missing. This enhances the dictionary's coverage and ensures that it keeps up with the evolving English language.

The output of the proposed methodology is the Words.kbb file which consists of extracted parts of speech for each test case word. This file serves as a crucial component of the KB and holds valuable linguistic information. A snapshot of contents of Words.kbb under the KB is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>POS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>would</td>
<td>[verb,noun]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amaze</td>
<td>[verb,noun]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>because</td>
<td>[adv,con,prep]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>either</td>
<td>[det,pron,adv,con]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for</td>
<td>[con,prep]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>important</td>
<td>[adj]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump</td>
<td>[verb,conj,noun,adv,adj]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>large</td>
<td>[adj,noun,adv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>since</td>
<td>[adv,prep,con]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some</td>
<td>[pron,det,adv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this</td>
<td>[adv,pron,noun,interj,determiner]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The debug log file contains detailed information about the various stages and components of the pipeline, allowing developers and users to track the execution flow, identify any errors or issues, and gather debugging information. We can observe that the total time taken to parse 24 analyzer passes is 0.077 seconds for the input-beacuse.xml file. A snapshot of the dbg.log file generated during the execution of the NLP++ pipeline is as follows:

| Pass 1 time: 0.009 sec | dicttok |
| Pass 2 time: 0.001 sec | kbInit |
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The screenshot in Figure 5 of the output is shown for X alphabetical words with their respective POS. The use of corpus linguistics, analyzers, and KB played a crucial role in identifying and extracting new words and their linguistic features. The integration of NLP++ with VisualText IDE and its extension in visual studio code facilitated the implementation of the enhanced dictionary. The analyzer sequence in VisualText allowed for the parsing and analysis of text, while the KBMS stored and managed the linguistic, conceptual, and domain knowledge. The multiple passes in NLP++ communicated with each other, and the output of one pass served as the input to the next, ensuring a cohesive and efficient process.

Figure 5. Words.kbb (the final KB) which has successfully been updated for all the parsed files
There are several technologies available for English Dictionary creation and enhancement for NLP. In corpus-based approaches [8], [26], [35] these methods involve in the analysis of extensive text corpora to extract words, their meanings, usages, and relationships using statistical techniques such as frequency analysis and collocation extraction. It relies on statistical patterns and relationships observed within the corpus and it is more data-driven, examining word patterns and usage frequencies within the corpus. With NLP++, it enables direct and explicit encoding of linguistic rules and concepts. It diverges from relying solely on statistical patterns in the corpus, allowing for a structured and rule-based approach to define linguistic concepts and relationships.

According to Bose and Vincent [9], they leverage machine learning algorithms particularly focusing on word embeddings to capture the semantic and syntactic features of words, enabling the inference of meanings and similarities. Word embeddings capture semantic and syntactic features of words by representing them as vectors in a continuous vector space. They focus on learning word representations based on their contextual usage in large text corpora. NLP++ programming language may not directly focus on creating vector representations like word embeddings do. Instead, it primarily concentrates on encapsulating linguistic rules and concepts in a structured and clearly defined manner, fostering a more rule-based approach to language processing.

Utilization of WORDNET in [12], [13], [18], [19] for creating application-specific dictionaries, WORDNET organizes words into synsets and showcases relationships between them, offering a thesaurus-like structure, providing a structured framework to understand word relationships through hierarchical associations. It encountered challenges due to word diversity and lack of comprehensive linguistic data. Unlike WORDNET, NLP++ based approach is more flexible and adaptable, allowing for the creation of rules and relationships based on linguistic concepts and not solely on predefined hierarchical relationships. Our approach emphasizes the utilization of the NLP++ programming language, highlighting its effectiveness in building and improving NLP dictionaries. NLP++ is regarded as powerful and adaptable, catering to various linguistic concepts.

The enhanced English dictionary has several implications for NLP systems. It improves the accuracy of machine translation by incorporating new words and their meanings. It enhances the performance of text analysis and recognition by providing comprehensive and up-to-date lexical information. The results obtained from the enhancement process, as reflected in the updated KB, demonstrated the successful addition of new words with their respective parts of speech. In order to analyse the the vast volume of text corpora, we propose to use an open-source distributed computing platform HPCC systems and enterprise control language (ECL) [36] programming language. Overall, the enhanced English dictionary using NLP++ proves to be valuable in improving the accuracy and performance of NLP systems. It addresses the challenge of keeping up with the evolving English language and provides a solid foundation for various NLP applications.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an approach to enhance the English dictionary used in NLP systems using NLP++ programming language. By leveraging the power of NLP++, corpus linguistics, analyzers, and KB, we successfully added new words and phrases to the dictionary, improving its comprehensiveness and accuracy. The results demonstrated that the enhanced dictionary significantly improved the coverage and accuracy of lexical information. NLP++ proved to be an effective programming language for building and improving NLP dictionary, also with its extension in HPCC systems it is highly scalable. Its flexibility, adaptability, and support for linguistic concepts make it a powerful tool in the field of natural language. Therefore, NLP++ is a good choice for researchers and developers who want to work on specific NLP tasks.

8. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The analyzers written in NLP++ effectively parse down the English Wiktionary files and generate the KB and the dictionary files. Owing to the enormous amount of Wiktionary data, the processing using a standalone system becomes a performance bottleneck. Hence it is proposed to use HPCC systems and ECL programming language for parallelized operations, increasing the speed and efficiency of processing.
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